Wind dat:L from the central five stations of the 1961 Weather Bnreau boulldary-layer-jet research pibal line arc space-avcragcd as point data. In this form the information is compatible with other boundary-layer wind analyses made from composites of scveral points. Particular attention is paid to diurnal changes of jet speed, to Richardson numbers, and to inertial oscillations. Comparisons relative to thc above items are made with two serial-data jet systems, as well as with theoretical models, and some similarities are found. Relationships among the jet, the geostrophic wind, and thcrmal wind arc shoxn. Thc hodograph patterns for a jet with a surface inversion differ markedly from a jet imbedded in a temperature lapse. A certain combination of currently forccastable metcorologicnl variables seems to be optimal for the development of the jet after sunset.
INTRODUCTION
I n an etLrlier paper [5] the detailed time and spr~ce characteristics of three southerly boundmy-layer jet systems, over the Western Plains between Amarillo, Tex., and Little Rock, Ark., were described by means of hourly isotach cross-sections. Since most previous jet analyses were performed with point data or were space averages of several adjacent points, [1] and [SI for example, data from the five special pibd research stations centered on Oklahoma City were space-averaged so that conlpnrisons could be made with previous analyses. The portions of the pibal observatio~d line selected had the advantage of being in the most persistent jet region for the cases examined and had the Oklahomn City RAOB station a t the center.
By way of explanation, the three cases selected were the only ones, from a total of five observations, for which low-level southerly jets developed. Because of the small number of observations, it would seem thtLt time averages would not be practicable. The representtbtiveness of the conditions producing the jets, and that of the jets themselves, is not known. Theory, p&icularly
Wexler's [9] , predicts thtLt a boundary-layer jet will form when the Bermuda High extends westward into the Southern Phins and provides air flow from southerly lwtitudes into the south-centrd United States. Jets were found to exist for all three observations with southerly flow more or less as theory predicted. The Weilther Bureau's National Severe Storms Project, which operated the research pibal line, selected the dates for the observations, on the basis of criteria suggested by the late Dr. Harry Wexler.
Since the terrain around Oklahoma City is quite smooth, observations from the four stations in the rough-country region from Little Rock to Fort Smith were also analyzed to reveal contrasts between the jet characteristics over rough country and over smooth plains. The locations of the observation stations are shown in figure 1 , and the stations are identified in table 1. The topography in Arkansas is obviously rougher than it is in central Oklahoma.
WIND DISTRIBUTION IN THE VERTICAL
Graphs of wind speed distribution with height were constructed for the three cases under stndy to reveal the time changes of the wind profiles. An intervd of 2 hr. between graphs was estimated to be close enough to secure essential details. Individutd case discussions follow.
APRIL 22-23, 1961
The average vertical wind speed structure for the approximately middle one-third of the pibal line (average of 5 simultaneous pibal runs) for the observationtd period 1600 CST, April 22 to 1400 CST, April 23, 1961, is shown for every 2 hr. in figure 2. Thick lines are total wind speed while thin lines represent the southerly components. Where the lines merge the southerly component is the total wind. The southerly components are included to represent the southerly-component jets described in [5] . At the outset the reader is to note that surfa,ce winds are at 1800, 0000, 0600, and 1200 CST. Sunrise and sunset observers' estimates since the observational facility did times are also shown. Referring to figure 2 , which begins not provide surface wind equipment. The magnitudes at 1600 CST, one sees the development of a jet-like profile of the sea level and 850-mb. geostrophic wind vectors are as time proceeded into the 11ours of darkness. The jet shown at synoptic map times and are labeled as Vg; the profile of the total wind disappeared after 0400 CST on vertical thermal structure for Oklahoma City is shown the 23d, but the southerly-component profile retained 1 The 0000 and 1200 CST observations actually came from Tinker AFB, a few miles the shape of a jet throughont the period.
In the hours between 0200 and 0600 CST the southerly-component jet nose was much lower in elevation than the total-wind jet nose. The height of neither the total nor the southerlycomponent jet nose seemed to have any spatial rel' <L t' Ionship with the thermal st,ratificntion. It is worthy of mention, however, that a jet system did form even though lapse conditions prevailed from the ground upward to varying heights. A jet during lapse conditions was also observed by Smith and Wolf [SI. In this observation, the southerlycomponent and total-wind jet noses were sharper than in the April case. This is to be expected with surfacelayer stability. The separation in speed of the total and southerly components above about 250 m., up to 1000 CST, was smaller in magnitude than for the April case. Prom 1200 through 1600 CST when turbulent exchange was high, speed separation was minimal. Again there was little apparent relationship between the height of t,he jet nose and thermal stratification. The maximum real wind speed in the boundary layer was subgeostrophic a t 1200 and 1800 CST, and considerably supergeostrophic a t 0000 and 2200 CST.
M A Y 30,1961
Figure 4 shows t*he wind speed versus height for the period 0000 to 2200 CST, May 30, 1961. This case, like May 26, had the nocturnal surface inversion. The period began with a strong jet profile thgt lasted through 0800 CST. The jet, was somewhat supergeostrophic a t 0000 CST on the 30th, but subgeostrophic a,t 0600 CST since the geost,rophic wind increased in the period. The jet wzs again evident by 1800 CST and w%s strongly supergeostrophic at 2200 CST, partly because the geostrophic wind decreased markedly after 1200 CST. The jet nose remained near 300 m. elevation for the early part of the day but formed m d remained a t 500 m . in the evening hours.
The nose \vas just at the top of the stable layer at 0000 CST on the 30th) but was above the stable lzyer at 2200 CST. Note the strong retardation of the real wind at 1200 CST. The difference between the total and southerly-component wind was much less than for either of the ot,her observational periods.
For the three observations considered here, the jet, system was more pronounced and lower in elevation on those nights with surface inversions than it was on the night with lapse conditions in the lowest few hundred msters.
The times of Oklahoma City sunset and sunrise have been given in these figures to show that these jet systems can begin forming before sunset and can continue well past sunrise. lhere has been n minimum of investig;ltion of the boundary-layer jet for :we:Ls other tllm tlle Great Plains. Since tlle Weather BuretLu Specid Pibd :Line extended eastward into hilly w d nmuntainous country, it was thought appropriate to compare the jet rewtion there to that over the Plains. T o assess this effect the wind speed distributions of the four stations ft-om Little Rock to Fort Smith inclusive :we presented in figure 5 . Wind speeds ;Lveraged much less than for the center of the line, but average pressure gradients were likewise snlaller on the eastern third of the line. However, the bourld:wy-hyer jet, though weaker, reacted in mucll the sa.me manner as it did in the center of the line. The jet nose rzlnged from 500 to 700 m. nbove the level of the gro11nc1, s o n~e~v h :~t higher tlmn for the center of the line for the same period.
It is suggested that the roughness characteristics of the eastern portion of the line lifted the elevation of the jet speed lntLxinlurn becliuse of increased frictiond drag with the ground. Figure 6 shows, for comptwison, profiles of spnce-nvertLged speed (13 stations) versus height f o r t,wo boundarylayer wind jets in an areti between Fort Worth and Fort Hood, Tex., from a study by Smith 
TIME VARIATION OF VECTOR WIND RELATED TO THE GEOSTROPHIC WIND
The boundary-lztyer wind undergoes diurna,l speed and directional rari;ttions as a, result of the diurnal variation of frictional coupling of the wind with the ground. The I'orces involved zwe shown in equmtion (2) . During a part of the afternoon the terms on the right are in quasibnlance, and the boundary-lnyer wind does not accelerate. When lriction decreases in the late afternoon and evening, the terms of the equation become unbalanced and the real wind accelerates in a direction shown by the vector V in figure 7. I t then Inay undergo an inertial oscillation with a period of about one day and the real wind nlay become supergeostrophic some time during the night. The process is treated theoretically by Blackadar [l] and Buajitti and Blmkadttr [4] .
Vector winds from the Weather Bureau research pibal line were averaged a t 315, 513, and 706 111. above the ground for each observational period and plotted on polar diagrams serially in time. (From Smith and Wolf [SI).
tion of t h e r e d wind found in the Tescts study [SI is shown in figure 9 .
A prelilninnry comparison of the observed vector wind changes ol' figure S, to the vector changes computed from using the Weather Bureau data shows that the observed wind usually did not change in the exact direction and magnitude indicated by equation (3), although there was usually a component of the computed change in the direction of the real change.
A time difference of 1 hr. was used.
This suggests that the geostrophic wind shown here ( fig. S) ' Yhe reader's attention is directed to the fact that, in general, the time derivatives .of the real mnd geostrophic wind vectors in figure S were approximately 180' out of phase.
LOW-LEVEL JET HODOGRAPHS AND THE THERMAL WIND
UseI'ul information about the verticnl structure of' a. vector wind field can be had from plots ol vertical shear andyzed on a. polar diegram. The boundary-layer jet systen~s observed by the Weather Bureau Special Pibttl Line in 1961 were studed by .this method. Comparisons were made between these jet systems, and with the Ekman Spiral and other theoretical distributions [2] of boundary-layer winds.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 show vector shear plots, or hodographs, at 2-hr. intervals, of the averaged winds (5 central stations) for the three jet systems considered in this paper. Table  4 shows the height-and vector-symbol conventions used in these hodographs.
In the figures, notice the decrease of geostrophic wind speed with height a t 0600 and 1800 CST, particularly marked in the two M a y cases. This distribution of the geostrophic wind in the vertical sharpens the nose of the low-level jet. The existence of the sharp speed cutback above the level of maximum speed after nearly unidirectional speed increase from the surface up to 315 m. (level 2 in the figs.), during darkness, is mutually characteristic of the two nocturnal inversion cases in May. The case of April 22-23, however, is quite different. At the beginning of the period, 1600 CST, April 22, the boundary-layer wind speed was very low but as night came on, the speed at all levels increased markedly and the turning to westerly directions at the higher elevations continued until 0600 CST, on the 23d. The speed increase was consistent with the increase of in which the tllermd wind opposes the geostrophic wind. The theoretical hodograph is shown in figure 13 along with the specified height variation of eschmge coefficient. Note thiLt not only is the elemtion of the nose of Blacknclar's theoretical jet nearly the same as the noses of the May 2s and 30 jets but the geometric similarity of the noctwna.1 llodographs to his model is remarkable.
A geostrophic thermal wind vector of relatively large magnitude (lnbeled Twl) for the sea level to S50-mb. i n t e r r d * in the two May cases, both :it 0600 :ind IS00 CST, was . 13) ; further, the thermal wind vector for the 650-to 700-mb. interm1 (labeled Twz) was likewise opposed to the sea level geostrophic wind vector. The opposition of the sea level geostrophic and therrnd wind vectors is indiclLtive o f 2 1 warm low pressure system in the region and since a, wztrrn pressure system is shdlow, the geostrophic wind (as well as the real wind) should decrease with height. Such was the case for h/lt~y 2s ~~n d
30, but of course, the boundary-layer real wind was modified by the "inertid effect". An analysis of the ltlyer thickness from S50 t o TOO tnb. along the specitd pibd line confirmed that indeed the air was warmer for a considerable distance to the west of the jet for both May ewes at both 0600 and lS00
CST. The magnitudesof the thermal winds were estimated from (see Saucier [7] ) 4v,= (98o/f) . ( b h / d n ) (4) where ( b~z ) is the height difference change between 700 and 850 mb., along the pibal observational line.
The observation of April 22-23 differed from those in hilay in the upper-level wind dignment, further emphasizing the difference between these two types of low-level jet systems. Here the upper-level thermal winds (TwJ were nearly at right angles (instead of pardlel) to the sea level geostrophic wind, and the low-level thermal wind vectors were quite small. After lS00 CST, April 2 2 , when the boundary-layer wind increased in speed, the speed maximum at about 400 m. (between levels 2 and 3) veered and the hodograph pattern elongated to the east. This development was compatible with the alignment of the upper-level thermal wind during the period and was very much like Blackadar's
[2] theoretical boundary-layer hodograph in figure 14 with a thermal wind at right angles to t,he sea level geostrophic wind.
The analysis of these hodographs suggests that if an adverse thermal wind exists at about lSO0 CST along with southerly low-level flow, and if the adverse thermal wind can be forecast to persist during the following hours of darkness, the boundary-layer jet system (speed maximum at about 300 m. above the ground), similar to that found in the h4ay cases, can be expected to occur that night.
As nlentioned earlier, the occurrence of the surface nocturnal inversion allows greatly increased low-level vertical shear which favors a higher jet speed for a given initial sea level pressure gradient.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The boundary-layer wind jet generally appears to operate wit,hin certain simplified physical principles of meteorology. An exception (at least in this study) is its relationship with the geostrophic wind.
The meteorological variables that particularly favor the very low-level and sharp jet appear to be the opposing thermal wind vector and the nocturnal inversion, the latter following an afternoon of strong insolation.
Time-variations of the boundary-layer jet systems observed by the special Weather Bureau jet research network show similarities with two other serially-observed jet systems. Quantitative differences were not readily comparable because pressure gradient data for the other jet systems were not provided. Theoretical hodographs of boundary-layer winds with opposing and lateral thermal wind vectors developed by Blackadar [ 2 ] are strikingly similar to the T;T'eather Bureau jet hodographs also having opposing and lateral thermal wind vect.ors. Richardson numbers found in the shear layer below the jet nose for the time of jet speed maxima were generally less than 0 . 2 5 , which is the usually accepted critical value for the beginning of mild turbulence in the jet region.
The following meteorological c,onditions were extant [5] in the jet region during the period of the three jets examined in this study and since they are physically consistent with the formation of the jet they are considered optimal for its appearance. They are:
(1) steady southerly wind flow; ( 2 ) cloudless night; (3) warm low-pressure area to the west,; (4) ft?ir ecst-to-west sea level pressure gradient; ( 5 ) strong afternoon insolation for the air flowing into the jet region; (6) no intruding fronts. Since these items are generally easy to forecast, interests for whom the nocturnal jet might be of annoyance should not have to be without a forewarning.
:In future analyses some more conservative basis than the geostrophic wind for determining the degree of nonpressure-gradient acceleration of the real wind should be used, since the real wind in these individual cases showed no simple relationship with the geostrophic wind.
It should be pointed out that for some of the instances presented here the large degree of slupergeostrophic wind speed was made possible by the rapid decrease of the geostrophic wind speed during the growth of the jet. At other times the geostrophic wind speed increased a t the same time as the jet and allowed only a small degree of supergeostrophic real wind speed. Essentially, the sea level geostrophic wind vector appeared to have a diurnal oscillation somewhat out of phase with the boundary-layer-jet wind vector.
